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Cayce describes our soul’s activities beyond Earth as lifetimes of sojourning in higher

dimensions among the planets and stars and goes on to explain how these journeys affect our

present life on Earth. The book includes remarkable views into soul life, as Cayce describes

the past-life incarnations and in-between-life planetary sojourns for two highly enlightened

souls. This content is mind-expanding and soul-lifting. It gives us a view into a life much larger

and more meaningful than a single Earth life—and yet, it gives so much importance to our

current life and its benefit to our ultimate soul life.
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ExamplesIntroductionEdgar Cayce (pronounced KAY-see) was born on a farm near

Hopkinsville, Kentucky, on March 18, 1877. As a child, he displayed unusual powers of

perception. At the age of six, he told his parents that he could see and talk with “visions,”

sometimes of relatives who had recently died, and even angels. He could also sleep with his

head on his schoolbooks and awake with a photographic recall of their contents, even citing the

page upon which the answer appeared. However, after completing seventh grade, he left

school, which was not unusual for boys at that time.When he was twenty-one, he developed a

paralysis of the throat muscles, which caused him to lose his voice. When doctors were unable

to find a physical cause for this condition, Edgar Cayce asked a friend to help him re-enter the

same kind of hypnotic sleep that had enabled him to memorize his schoolbooks as a child. The

friend gave him the necessary suggestions, and, once he was in this trance state, Cayce spoke

clearly and directly without any difficulty. He instructed the “hypnotist” to give him a suggestion

to increase the blood flow to his throat; when the suggestion was given, Cayce's throat turned

blood red. Then, while still under hypnosis, Cayce recommended some specific medication and

manipulative therapy that would aid in restoring his voice completely.On subsequent occasions,

Cayce would go into the hypnotic state to diagnose and prescribe healing for others, with much

success. Doctors around Hopkinsville and Bowling Green, Kentucky, took advantage of

Cayce's unique talent to diagnose their patients. They soon discovered that all Cayce needed

were the name and address of a patient to “tune in” telepathically to that individual's mind and

body. The patient didn't have to be near Cayce; he could tune in to the person wherever he or

she was.When one of the young MDs working with Cayce submitted a report on his strange

abilities to a clinical research society in Boston, the reactions were amazing. On October 9,

1910, The New York Times carried two pages of headlines and pictures. From then on, people

from all over the country sought “The Sleeping Prophet,” as he was to be known.The routine he

used for conducting a trance diagnosis was to recline on a couch, hands folded across his

solar-plexus, and breathe deeply. Eventually, his eyelids would begin fluttering, and his

breathing would become deep and rhythmical. This was the signal to the conductor (usually his

wife, Gertrude) to make verbal contact with Cayce's subconscious by giving a suggestion.

Unless this procedure was timed to synchronize with his fluttering eyelids and the change in

his breathing, Cayce would proceed beyond his trance state and simply fall fast asleep.

However, once the suggestion was made, Cayce would proceed to describe the patient as

though he or she were sitting right next to him, his mind functioning much as an x-ray scanner,

seeing into every organ of the person's body. When he was finished, he would say, “Ready for

questions.” However, in many cases his mind would have already anticipated the patient's



questions, answering them during the main session. Eventually, he would say, “We are through

for the present,” whereupon the conductor would give the suggestion to return to normal

consciousness.If this procedure were in any way violated, Cayce would be in serious personal

danger. On one occasion, he remained in a trance state for three days and had actually been

given up for dead by the attending doctors.At each session, or reading, a stenographer (usually

Gladys Davis Turner, his personal secretary) would record everything Cayce said. Sometimes,

during a trance session, Cayce would even correct the stenographer's spelling. It was as

though his mind were in touch with everything around him and beyond.Each client was

identified with a number to keep his or her name private.It was August 10, 1923, before anyone

thought to ask the “sleeping” Cayce for insights beyond physical health – questions about life,

death, and human destiny. In a small hotel room in Dayton, Ohio, Arthur Lammers asked the

first set of philosophical questions that were to lead to an entirely new way of using Cayce's

strange abilities. It was during this line of questioning that Cayce first began to talk about

reincarnation as though it were as real and natural as the functionings of a physical body. This

shocked and challenged Cayce and his family. They were deeply religious people, doing this

work to help others because that's what their Christian faith taught. As a child, Cayce began to

read the Bible from front to back and did so for every year of his life. Reincarnation was not

part of the Cayce family's reality. Yet the healings and help continued to come. So the Cayce

family continued with the physical material but cautiously reflected on the strange philosophical

material. Ultimately, the Cayces began to accept the ideas, though not as reincarnation, per se.

Edgar Cayce preferred to call it “the continuity of life.” He felt that the Bible did contain much

evidence that life, the true life in the Spirit, is continual.Eventually, Edgar Cayce, following

advice from his own readings, moved to Virginia Beach, Virginia, and set up a hospital where

he continued to conduct his physical readings for the health of others. But he also continued

this new line of readings called life readings. From 1925 through 1944, he conducted some

2,500 of these life readings, casually describing the past lives of individuals as though

everyone believed reincarnation to be a reality. Such subjects as deep-seated fears, mental

blocks, vocational talents, innate urges and abilities, marriage difficulties, child training, etc.,

were examined in the light of what the readings called the “karmic patterns” resulting from

previous lives experienced by the individual's soul on the Earth plane.When he died on

January 3, 1945, in Virginia Beach, he left 14,256 documented stenographic records of the

telepathic-clairvoyant readings he had given for more than 6,000 different people over a period

of 43 years, consisting of 49,135 pages.The readings constitute one of the largest and most

impressive records of psychic perception. Together with their relevant records,

correspondence, and reports, they have been cross-indexed under thousands of subject

headings and placed at the disposal of doctors, psychologists, students, writers, and

investigators who still come to examine them. Of course, they are also available to the general

public in books as well as on DVD ROM for Windows and Macintosh computers.The

Association for Research and Enlightenment (A.R.E.) was founded in 1931 to preserve these

readings. As an open-membership research society, it continues to index and catalog the

information, initiate investigation and experiments, and conduct conferences, seminars, and

lectures. The A.R.E. also has the second largest and finest library of parapsychological and

metaphysical books in the world, second only to the Vatican Library.Language of the Edgar

Cayce DiscoursesEdgar Cayce dictated all of his discourses from a self-induced trance. A

stenographer took his discourses down in shorthand and later typed them. Copies were sent to

the person or persons who had requested the psychic reading, and one was put into the files

of the sA.R.E.In his normal consciousness, Edgar Cayce spoke with a Southern accent but in



the same manner as any other American. However, from the trance state, he spoke in the

manner of the King James Bible, using “thees” and “thous.” In trance, his syntax was also

unusual. He put phrases, clauses, and sentences together in a manner that slows down any

reader and requires careful attention in order to be sure of his meaning. This caused his

stenographer to adopt some unusual punctuation in order to put into sentence form some of

the long, complex thoughts conveyed by Cayce while in trance. Also, many of his discourses

are so jam-packed with information and insights that it requires one to slow down and read

more carefully in order to fully understand what he is intending.From his trance state, Cayce

explained that he got his information from two sources: 1) the inquiring individual's mind,

mostly from his or her deeper, subconscious mind and 2) from the Universal Consciousness,

the infinite mind within which the entire universe is conscious. He explained that every action

and thought of every individual makes an impression upon the Universal Consciousness, an

impression that can be psychically read. He correlated this with the Hindu concept of an

Akashic Record, which is an ethereal, fourth-dimensional film upon which actions and thoughts

are recorded and can be read at any time.When giving one of his famous physical readings,

Cayce acted as if he were actually scanning the entire body of the person, from the inside out.

He explained that the subconscious mind of everyone contains all of the data on the condition

of the physical body it inhabits, and Cayce simply connected with the patient's deeper mind. He

could also give the cause of the condition, even if it was from early childhood or from many

lifetimes ago in a previous incarnation of the soul. This was knowable because the soul

remembers all of its experiences. He explained that deeper portions of the subconscious mind

are the mind of the soul, and portions of the subconscious and the soul are in the body with

the personality.In life readings and topic readings, Cayce also connected with the

subconscious minds of those inquiring, as well as with the Universal

Consciousness.Occasionally, Cayce would not have the material being requested, and he

would say, “We do not have that here.” This implied that Cayce's mind was more directed than

one might think. He was not open to everything. From trance, he explained that the suggestion

given at the beginning of one of his psychic readings so directed his deeper mind and focused

it on the task or subject requested that he truly did not have other topics available. However, on

a few occasions, he seemed able to shift topics in the middle of a reading.The typed readings

have a standard format. For privacy numbers were used in the place of the name of the person

or persons receiving the reading, and a dash system kept track of how many readings the

person had received. For example, reading 137-5 was the fifth reading for Mr. 137. Hypnotic

material for Edgar Cayce is filed under the number 294. His first reading would be numbered

294-1, and each subsequent reading would increase the dash number (294-2, 294-3, and so

on). Some numbers refer to groups of people, such as the Study Group, 262; and some

numbers refer to specific research or guidance readings, such as the 254 series, containing

the work readings dealing with the overall work of the organization that grew up around him,

and the 364 and 996 series containing the readings on Atlantis. At the top of the reading are

the reading number, the date and location, and the names or numbers of those in attendance.

Occasionally, the stenographer would include a note about other conditions, such as the

presence of a manuscript that the in-trance Cayce was supposed to view psychically and

comment on. In most cases, I left in the entire format of a recorded reading, giving those

present at the time, the location, date, and time of the reading, and any notes the stenographer

may have made at the time. In some cases, only a paragraph or two were pertinent to our

study, and in these cases, I give only the reading number.As I explained, Cayce dictated all of

these discourses while he was in trance. In most cases, he spoke in a monotone voice.



However, he would often elevate his volume when saying a word or phrase. In these instances,

his stenographer typed the words with all capital letters, to give the reader some sense of

Cayce's increased volume. In many cases, these words appear to be rightly accentuated in

Cayce's discourses. In other cases, it is unclear why particular words are capitalized.Another

style the stenographer adopted was to capitalize all of the letters in Cayce's many affirmations

(positive-thought or prayer-like passages to be used by the recipient as a tool for focusing and

raising consciousness). I changed these to upper- and lower-case letters, according to normal

writing, and italicized them.Whenever his stenographer was not sure that she had written down

the correct word or might have missed or misunderstood a word, she inserted suggested

words, comments, and explanations in brackets. If she knew of another reading that had similar

material or that was being referred to during this reading, she would put the reading number in

brackets. Within the text of a reading, all parentheses are asides made by Cayce himself while

in trance not by his stenographer. She used brackets only within the text of a reading. In the

preliminary material, she used parentheses in the normal manner. My comments are indicated

by “Editor's Note.”A few common abbreviations used in these discourses were GD for Gladys

Davis, the stenographer; GC for Gertrude Cayce, Edgar's wife and the predominant conductor

of the readings; EC for Edgar Cayce; and Ass'n. for the Association for Research and

Enlightenment.—John Van Auken, Editor1Eternally Celestial, Temporarily TerrestrialEditor's

Note: During his deep, meditative attunement to the Universal Consciousness, Edgar Cayce

saw us as celestial beings, temporarily incarnating terrestrially. Here are some of his readings

explaining this view.Reading 136-83…as [the entity] moves from sphere to sphere, seeks its

way to the home, to the face of the Creator, the Father, the first cause…Reading 5753-1…[the

goal is] that the created would be the companion for the Creator; that…[the entity seeks to]

show itself to be not only worthy of, but companionable to, the Creator.Reading 136-83…self is

lost in that of attaining for itself the nearer and nearer approach that buildeth in manifested

form, whether in the Pleiades, Arcturus, Gemini, or in earth, in…Vulcan, or in Neptune…as

light, a ray that does not end, lives on and on, until it becomes one in essence with the source

of light.Reading 311-2As an entity passes on…from this present—or this solar system, this

sun, these forces, it passes through the various spheres—leading first into that central force…

known as Arcturus—nearer the Pleiades…on and on—through the eons of time…or space…

even passing into the inner forces, inner sense, may they again—after a period of nearly ten

thousand years…enter into the earth to make manifest those forces gained in its passage. In

entering it [the entity] takes on those forms that may be known in the dimensions of that plane

which it occupies, there being not only three dimensions—as of the earth—but there may be

as seven, in Mercury—or four, in Venus—or five, as in Jupiter. There may be only one as Mars.

There may be many more as in those of Neptune, or they may become even as nil—until

purified in Saturn's fires.Reading 5749-14(Q) Can oneness be attained…on any system, or

must it be in a particular one?(A) Depending upon what system the entity has entered, to be

sure. It may be completed in any of the many systems.(Q) Must the solar cycle be finished on

earth, or can it be completed on another planet, or does each planet have a cycle of its own

which must be finished?(A) If it is begun on the earth it must be finished on the earth. The solar

system of which the earth is a part is only a portion of the whole. For, as indicated in the

number of planets about the earth, they are of one and the same—and they are relative one to

another. It is the cycle of the whole system that is finished, see?Reading 311-2The common…

theory that incarnation into the earth plane is the only source of incarnation or appearance is

erroneous, you see…when…a soul—enters in . . . this . . . present solar system's forces, the

contacts or the relative relationships bear out the cycles of appearances in the various spheres



of development; as in Mercury—the mental life, its relative position to . . . this solar system's

center, making for those radiations in those forms…which represents mental in its greater

aspect. Then, as in Venus…[the development is] more in the form of love. In Mars and its radial

effect or position about the solar center…make for those…known as vengeance, wrath,

madness, and such; and can one but know that each thought, each act, is that being builded…

As in earth—we have that position in which matter takes all its various forms of presentation of

a given energy, or force, as radiated from the various effects of this solar aspect, and take on

bodily form, occupying a position of, as it were, three in one—or all force in this sphere taking

on that appearance of that known as threefold…As in Jupiter—taking on those ennobling

forces, whether they be from earth, from Venus, from Mercury, from Mars, they are broadened,

they are changed in their aspects, in their forms, as they are taken on in and about this sphere.

As in Saturn—that to whom all insufficient matter is cast for its remoulding , its changing into

the various spheres of its activity, either re-entering through those of the Uranian—which

makes for the accentuations of very good or very bad, and making…for extraordinary

conditions…Reading 2794-3As has been indicated by some, ye are part and parcel of a

universal consciousness or God—and thus all that is within the universal consciousness, or the

universal awareness; as the stars, the planets, the sun, the moon. Do ye rule them or they rule

thee? They were made for thy own use, as an individual—yea, that is the part [they play], the

thought thy Maker, thy Father-God thinks of thee. For ye are as a corpuscle in the body of God;

thus a co-creator with Him, in what ye think, in what ye do.Reading 5757-1When the heavens

and the earth came into being, this meant the universe as the inhabitants of the earth know

same; yet there are many suns in the universe—those even about which our sun, our earth,

revolve; and all are moving toward some place—yet space and time appear to be

incomplete.Then time and space are but one. Yet the sun, that is the center of this particular

solar system, is the center; and, as has been…known of old, it [the sun] is that about which the

earth and its companion planets circulate, or evolve [revolve?].The beginnings of the

understanding of these [facts], and their influences upon the lives of individuals, were either

thought out, evolved or interpreted by those of old, without the means of observing same as

considered today necessary in order to understand.Astronomy is considered a science and

astrology as foolishness. Who is correct? One [astrology] holds that because of the position of

the earth, the sun, the planets, they are balanced one with another in some manner, some

form; yet that they have nothing to do with man's life or the expanse of life, or the emotions of

the physical being in the earth.Then, why and how do the effects of the sun so influence other

life in the earth and not affect man's life, man's emotions?As the sun has been set as the ruler

of this solar system, does it not appear to be reasonable that it has an effect upon the

inhabitants of the earth, as well as upon plant and mineral life in the earth…Thus as we find

given, the sun and the moon and the stars were made also—this being the attempt of the

writer to convey to the individual the realization that there is an influence in their activity! For,

remember, they—the sun, the moon, the planets—have their marching orders from the divine,

and they move in same. [Genesis 1:14: “And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of

heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs…”]Man alone is given that

birthright of free will. He alone may defy his God!Reading 5755-2…souls projected themselves

into matter [earth], and thus brought that conscious awareness of themselves entertaining the

ability of creating without those forces of the spirit of truth.Reading 5755-1Hence we find how,

as ye draw your patterns from these [the sun and planets], that they become a part of the

whole [individual or solar-whole]. For ye are relatively related to all that ye have contacted in

materiality [the earth], mentality, spirituality! All of these are a portion of thyself in the material



plane.In taking form [material] they become a mental body with its longings for its home, with

right and righteousness [heaven].Then that ye know as thy mental self is the form taken, with

all of its variations as combined from the things it has been [has experienced] within, without,

and in relationship to the activities in materiality as well as in the spheres or various

consciousness…Reading 1297-1As in the studies of the entity it is seen that the soul of man is

a mere speck in space, yet the soul…is that vital force or activity which is everlasting. Though

the earth, though the stars, may pass away; though there may be changes in the universe as to

the relative position, these are brought about by those combinations of that speck of human

activity as relative to the soul's expression in any sphere of experience.Reading 3744-4(Q) Is it

proper for us to study the effects of the planets on our lives in order to better understand our

tendencies and inclinations, as influenced by the planets?(A) When studied aright, [it is] very,

very, very much so. How aright then? In that influence as is seen in the influence of the

knowledge already obtained by mortal man. Give more of that into the lives, giving the

understanding that the will must be the ever guiding factor to lead man on, ever

upward.Reading 1347-1The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof. The universe He called

into being for purposes that the individual soul, that might be one with Him, would have…those

influences for bringing this to pass or to be in the experience of every soul. For hath it not been

given that the Lord thy God hath not willed that any soul should perish? but He hath prepared

with every temptation a means, a way of escape. Hence…the period of the entrance [birth] is

not ruled by the position [of sun and planets] but it may be judged by the position as to the

influence…upon an entity's experience because of the entity's application of self's abilities

relative to its position in the universal scheme of things…Reading 254-21(Q) What is a

horoscope reading?(A) That in which the planets and their relative forces [here] having to do

with the planets that, control the actions without respect of will or without respect of the earthly

existences through which the body has passed.(Q) Do horoscope readings include former

appearances in the earth plane?(A) Not at all. The former appearances and the relation of the

solar forces in the Universe have their relations to what might be termed life readings…[while

an astrology chart indicates] the science of the solar system and its relation to various phases

of earth's existence [as it] may mean for anyone. In life existence in earth's plane, and the

entity's relation to other sphere [as in a life reading] a different condition, for the sojourn in

other spheres than earth's plane controls more the conditions or the urge of the individual, just

as we see…an individual controlled by the surroundings, or by the circumstances…yet the

urge, the latent forces…[of] two individuals raised under the same environment, of the same

blood, would have different urges. These received from experiences the spirit entity gains in

other spheres, correlated with that of its present circumstance…for…a horoscope is only the

mathematical calculation of earth's position in the Universe at any given time, while in the life

reading would be the correlation of the individual with a given time and place, with its relative

force as applied and received through other spheres and manifested in earth's sphere in the

flesh, and the development being the extenuation of the soul's development manifested in the

earth plane…Reading 5755-2…though there may be worlds, many universes, even much as to

solar systems, greater than our own that we enjoy in the present, this earthly experience on

this earth is a mere speck when considered even with our own solar system. Yet the soul of

man, thy soul, encompasses all in this solar system or in others…But hast thou conceived—or

canst thou conceive—the requirements of the influence to meet all the idiosyncrasies of a

single soul? How many systems would it require? In thyself we find oft one friend for this,

another for that, another for this relationship, another for the prop, another to arouse. Yet all are

the work of His hand, are thine to possess, thine to use…Is God's hand short, that there would



not be all that each soul would require?Reading 4035-1For the entity finds itself a body, a

mind, a soul—three; or the earth consciousness as a three-dimensional plane in one.So man's

concept of the Godhead is three-dimensional—Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The

communication or the activity or the motivating force we find is three-dimensional—time, space

and patience. Neither of these exists in fact, except in the concept of the individual as it may

apply to time or space or patience.Reading 633-2Just as the entity's attending this or that

university…would make for a parlance peculiar unto itself. Even though individuals may study

the same line of thought, one attending Harvard, another Yale, another Oxford, another

Stanford, another the University of Arizona, they each would carry with them the vibrations

created by their very activity in those environs.In the same way emotions arise from…activity in

a particular sojourn, and are called the spirit of the institution to which the entity may have

carried itself…So we find those astrological sojourns making these vibrations or impressions in

the present entity…Reading 2823-1Then there are the sojourns in other realms of the solar

system which represent certain attributes. Not that ye maintain a physical earth-body in

Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, Uranus or Saturn; but there is an awareness or a consciousness in

those realms when absent from the body, and the response to the position those planets

occupy in this solar system…Thus ye oft find in thy experiences that places, peoples, things

and conditions are a part of self as if ye were in the consciousness of same.Each entity is a

part of the universal whole. All knowledge, all understanding that has been a part of the entity's

consciousness, then, is a part of the entity's experience.Thus the unfoldment in the present is

merely becoming aware of that experience through which the entity, either in body or in mind—

has passed in a consciousness.2The Akashic Record or Book of LifeEditor's Note: Here is how

Edgar Cayce described his inner journey to get information and how it appeared to him during

one of his psychic readings.Reading 294-19I see myself as a tiny dot out of my physical body,

which lies inert before me. I find myself oppressed by darkness and there is a feeling of terrific

loneliness. Suddenly, I am conscious of a white beam of light. As this tiny dot, I move upward

following the light, knowing that I must follow it or be lost.As I move along this path of light I

gradually become conscious of various levels upon which there is movement. Upon the first

levels there are vague, horrible shapes, grotesque forms such as one sees in nightmares.

Passing on, there begin to appear on either side misshapen forms of human beings with some

part of the body magnified. Again there is change and I become conscious of gray-hooded

forms moving downward. Gradually, these become lighter in color. Then the direction changes

and these forms move upward and the color of the robes grows rapidly lighter. Next, there

begin to appear on either side vague outlines of houses, walls, trees, etc., but everything is

motionless. As I pass on, there is more light and movement in what appear to be normal cities

and towns. With the growth of movement I become conscious of sounds, at first indistinct

rumblings, then music, laughter, and singing of birds. There is more and more light, the colors

become very beautiful, and there is the sound of wonderful music. The houses are left behind,

ahead there is only a blending of sound and color. Quite suddenly, I come upon a hall of

records. It is a hall without walls, without ceiling, but I am conscious of seeing an old man who

hands me a large book, a record of the individual for whom I seek information.Editor's Note:

The Cayce readings make it quite clear that each soul is constantly adding to his or her record,

whether in the dimensions of Earth or in planetary dimensions. A typical reading began as this

next one.Reading 1990-3Yes, we have the entity here, and those records that are a part of the

entity's experience through the earth's plane, as well as through those interims of sojourn in

the environs about the earth…Editor's Note: The akasha is not necessarily a total record of the

individual's deeds mixed in with the whole of humanity, although a nation, as an entity, might



have its own record. In fact, the Cayce readings indicate that this is true. The individual's soul

record is one's own and like no other.
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away and read again to really take in what is inside. People searching will find answers...”

The book by Edgar Cayce has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 13 people have provided feedback.
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